Tamanegi ryu
shin budo taijutsu densho

Tamanegi ryu

Mudansha – Yudansha (5th kyu – 1st dan)
Introduction
This syllabus is to present the required guidelines for each level of attainment and is to
only be used as a basic guide. You should remember that the aim is not to merely pass a
test, but to show that you understand the purpose of it and are able exploit new
knowledge. You should therefore set your own standard as high as you possibly can
within your own ability. All of the subsequent must be demonstrated on both left and right
(with very few exceptions), aspiring to show no preference to either. Sensei will be
looking for overall improvement of all standards, a development of spirit, centre and heart
will be relentlessly strived for, you will be required to improve and increase your
knowledge and understanding in historical, contextual and practical ways.
The issue of rank, coloured belts and other such commendations happens when the
instructor desires to honour a rank. This is simply a communication between teacher and
student and is not based on any particular event or ceremony but rather on the attitude,
attainment and essence of the individual. Each person is unique and each has
boundaries limits and successes in and out of the dojo, as such, rank is issued based on
each individual rather than the content and ability to regurgitate the syllabus. Rank is
issued when warranted and not before. Only a few coloured belts are used in this
system, below each is outlined in brief, what this actually means is dependent on the
individual who receives the rank.

Colored belt
White belt
Green belt
Brown belt
Black Belt

Level
Gyo
Shugyo
Shugyo
Jutsu

Ranks
th

5 Kyu and 4th Kyu
3rd Kyu and 2nd Kyu
1st Kyu
1st Dan +

Training in this way removes ego, encourages people to train for self improvement and
removes meaningless pressure from students. All should take pleasure in the journey
and not be concerned with their destination. The student will be required to improve upon
and deepen their knowledge and understanding of their art and of themselves.
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Required for all levels
Ukemi
All candidates must demonstrate all breakfalls migi and hidari, (on both right and left sides)
·
·
·
·
·

Zempo kaitan
Yoko ukemi
Ushiro ukemi
Mae ukemi
Zempo ukemi







forward roll
side breakfall
backward breakfall
face fall
forward breakfall (fourpoint)

Kamae Sabaki
As a Martial Artist you practice many postures, kamae, and efficient methods of motion,
sabaki. As in usual class, you will be required to demonstrate the following kata;
·
·
·

Taisabaki
Happozendoondo
Onsokuondo

These will demonstrate that you are able to move, coordinated, with confidence and balance.
Through these movements you will illustrate shizentai and Tstance amongst other kamae.
You must be able to explain these postures and the reasons why we practice them.

Tamanegi ryu Kihon no kata
This is the fundamental basics to our system. As ability progresses, so the kata will change
and henka (variations) will be exposed. This kata illustrates a selection of techniques that
illustrate the various principles to our system. (for a full listing of the kata please see notes
section).
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Mudansha 5th kyu
This is represented by a white belt.
Maai
There are many reasons and uses for maai, your correct combative distance, for this grade
you will be required to demonstrate maai and explain why this is fundamentally important to
all budo practice.
Consider how this distance changes if your adversary is armed with:
· A tanto
· A jo
· A bokken
· A bo

Nagewaza
Nage waza are throwing techniques. There are many methods of throwing, the most common
being judo methods. For this grade you will be required to demonstrate a minimum of three
judo throws. These are not to be rushed, but rather performed as accurately as possible,
considering the ways you break balance, enter to throw and finish your technique.

Tamanegi ryu kihon no kata
You will be required to demonstrate the first series of the kihon no kata.

Tomiki aikido randorinokata
Randorinokata is a set of two kata; kihon no kata (17 basic motions) and urawazanokata
(counter techniques). You will be required to demonstrate a basic working knowledge of the
first five techniques from kihonnokata and the first three of urawazanokara.

Kihonnokata

Urawazanokata
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate

Wakigatame
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri

These are to be demonstrated as two complete sets from the start to the finish of the extent of
the grading student’s knowledge. This is to include correct posture, position and technique,
with continued use and understanding of etiquette throughout.

Kodokan judo Kimenokata
This is one of the kata from Kano Jigoro’s Kodokan Judo. It deals primarily with movements of
self defence. You are required to demonstrate a minimum of the first three techniques from
the hizazume, or kneeling section, of this kata.
These are the names of the minimal required techniques;

Hizazume
1
2
3

Ryotedori
Tsukkage
Suriage
4

Osaewaza
This is where you will be requested to perform your groundwork kata or ‘hold downs’. This
will be accompanied by an amount of bouts against your fellow students. You will not be
judged on account of your ability to win, but rather on your awareness of potential attacks or
prominent moments where you can attempt to gain sukuri (break balance) and progress with
your counter attack.

1
2
3
4
5

Ground work kata
Kesagatame
Katagatame
Kameshihogatame
Ushirokesa gatame
Tatishihogatame

Goshin
This is the section of the grading where you will be given the opportunity to demonstrate your
technical ability at Goshin or self defence.
This will primarily be concerned by dealing with such confrontations as grips and grabs.
Continuing on to some basic strikes.
This is where you will be required to demonstrate the correct use of your knowledge, in all of
your techniques.
Here are some of the attacks uke is likely to be asked to present to the grading student:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Basic unarmed attacks
Front straight kick
Maegeri
Front roundhouse kick
Maeoshigeri
Side kick
Yokogeri
Back kick
Ushirogeri
Forward head strike
Shomenate
Side strike to the head
Yokomenuchi
Elbow strike
Hempi / Hijiate
Wrist grab
Katatetori

Although not all of these may be asked for on this grading, you should be aware of each of
the above, the areas of weakness to each attack should be known by each grading student
for all future levels of attainment.
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Mudansha 4th kyu
This is represented by a white belt.

Tamanegi ryu kihon no kata
You will be required to demonstrate the first two series from the kihon no kata.

Tomiki aikido randorinokata
You will be required to demonstrate the first eight techniques from kihonnokata; with a
developed understanding of the first five techniques. Also, the first six techniques of ura
wazanokara must be shown, with the first three techniques performed with enhancement
and confidence.

Randorinokata
Kihonnokata
Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate
Oshitaoshi
Udegaeshi
Hikitaoshi

Urawazanokata
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Wakigatame
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Gedanate
Tenkaikotehineri
Kotehineri

Aikiinyo
You will also be expected to demonstrate other taijutsu (body arts) from other forms such as
aikido. Techniques such as ikkyo, nikkyo, sankyo and kotegaeshi that are common to most
Japanese martial arts, will be requested by the grading sensei.

Judo
You are expected to have developed an increased understanding of the techniques
previously demonstrated from the nagewaza, kimenokata and osaewaza categorise from
the 5th kyu section.

Nagewaza
A minimum of six throws; A greater degree of ability to perform each of these techniques
must be shown from your previous assessment, considering the following points;
·
·
·
·
·

Distance
Balance
Timing
Posture
Fluidity

Osaewaza, shimewaza and kansetsuwaza
These are holding techniques (osaewaza), strangling techniques (shimewaza) and
locking techniques (kansetsuwaza). All known methods, by the student, to hold, control and
restrain accepted in judo randori, will be required.
These will be demonstrated through all known kata, or requested by the grading sensei.
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Kodokan Judo Kimenokata
The complete kneeling section to be demonstrated, below the names of these techniques can
be found;
Hizazume
1
Ryotedori
2
Tsukkage
3
Suriage
4
Yokoushi
5
Ushirodori
6
Tsukkomi
7
Kirikomi
8
Yokotsuki

Atemi
By this stage you should begin to understand the importance of striking correctly,
consequently you will be required to demonstrate a minimum of three strikes to various parts
of the anatomy and explain the potential effects of each strike.
For safety, you should be prepared to explain the atemi that may be dangerous while
training, e.g. kyushu: vital points. You should be inspired to understand the target rather than
the method.

Goshin Sabaki
Movement and avoidance are fundamental to the Martial Arts in general; each student must
show controlled movement and avoidance against the following types of attack;
· Grips and grabs
· Unarmed strikes from the hand
· Unarmed strikes from the foot
· Armed with short objects, e.g. tanto, cosh, bottle.
· Armed with classical weapons, e.g. bokken, jo, bo.
As a continuation to your movement and avoidance, you will be expected to demonstrate self
defence techniques from various attacks both armed and unarmed.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Maegeri
Maeoshigeri
Yokogeri
Ushirogeri
Shomenate
Yokomenuchi
Hempi / Hijiate
Katatetori
Ski

Basic attacks
Front straight kick
Front roundhouse kick
Side kick
Back kick
Forward head strike: usually an armed technique
Side strike to the head: usually and armed attack
Elbow strike
Wrist grab
Thrusting attack

Randori kumite
You must perform in several bouts of the following;
· Judo randori
· Tanto randori
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Mudansha 3rd kyu
This is represented by a green belt.
For this level all students must demonstrate good knowledge of Japanese terminology, this
will be based upon the individuals ability to name techniques and understand basic
commands.

Tamanegi ryu kihon no kata
You will be required to demonstrate the first three series of the kihon no kata.

Tomiki aikido randorinokata
You will be required to demonstrate the first fourteen techniques from kihonnokata; with a
developed understanding of the first five techniques. Also, the complete urawazanokara
must be demonstrated, with the first six techniques performed with enhancement and
confidence.

Randorinokata
Kihonnokata
Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate
Oshitaoshi
Udegaeshi
Hikitaoshi
Ude garame
Wakigatame
Kotehineri
Kotegaeshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Shihonage

Urawazanokata
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Wakigatame
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Gedanate
Tenkaikotehineri
Kotehineri

Countered with

Tenkaikotehineri

Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Kotegaeshi
Wakigatame
Shihonage

Aikiinyo
This is the principle on which aikido is based. It is a term which brings together the many
variations you see of aikido and aikido like techniques. It is the idea of interchanging positive
and negative.
You will be expected to demonstrate taijutsu from aikido. Techniques such as ikkyo, nikkyo,
sankyo and kotegaeshi will be expected/. Along with any other variation techniques you are
aware of or that are requested by the grading sensei.

Judo
You are expected to have developed an increased understanding of the techniques
previously demonstrated from the nagewaza, kimenokata and osaewaza categorise from
th
the 4 kyu section.

Nagewaza
A minimum of ten throws; A greater degree of ability to perform each of these techniques
must be shown from your previous assessments. For this level you must be able to
demonstrate a verity of different sorts of throw. E.g. ashiwaza (leg techniques), koshi waza
(hip techniques), sutemiwaza (sacrifice techniques).
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Osaewaza, shimewaza and kansetsuwaza
These are to be demonstrated through all known kata, or requested by the grading sensei.
Fluidity, continuation of motion and combinations will be expected. This will display the
grading student’s ability to utilise these skills and apply the principles on which they are
based.

Kodokan Judo Kimenokata
All students must demonstrate the complete hizazume and the first three techniques to the
Tachiai, or standing techniques. The names of these can be found below.
For the names of the techniques for the hizazume section please
see 4th kyu section.
Tachiai
1
Ryotedori
2
Sodetori
3
tsukkake

Weapons kata
All students should now understand the importance of striking correctly with several weapons
of Japanese origin.
This should be demonstrated by means of any kata the grading student is aware of for any of
the following weapons;
· Bokken
· Wakazashi
· Tanto
· Jo
· hanbo
· Bo

Goshin Sabaki
Movement and avoidance are fundamental to the Martial Arts in general; each student must
show controlled movement and avoidance against the following types of attack;
· Grips and grabs
· Unarmed strikes from the hand
· Unarmed strikes from the foot
· Armed with short objects, e.g. tanto, cosh, bottle.
· Armed with classical weapons, e.g. bokken, jo, bo.
As a continuation to your movement and avoidance, you will be expected to demonstrate self
defence techniques from various attacks both armed and unarmed (for a list of possible
attacks please see 4th kyu guide).

Randori kumite
You must perform in several bouts of any the following;
· Judo randori
· Tanto randori
· Randori kiogi
· Karatedo kumite
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Mudansha 2nd kyu
This is represented by a green belt.
For this level all students must demonstrate a high standard of technical ability and an
advanced knowledge of Japanese terminology. Anyone wishing to attempt this grade must
demonstrate either on the day or before, that they are capable to take control of the class a
conduct the warm up. Each grading student must be prepared to break down any technique
produced for there grading or one chosen by the grading sensei.

Tamanegi ryu Kihon no kata
You will be required to demonstrate the complete kihon no kata.

Tomiki aikido randorinokata
You will be required to demonstrate the complete randorinokata. Both the kihonnokata
and urawazanokara must be demonstrated. The grading student must be prepared to break
down any of these techniques as if teaching.

Randorinokata
Kihonnokata
Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate
Oshitaoshi
Udegaeshi
Hikitaoshi
Ude garame
Wakigatame
Kotehineri
Kotegaeshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Shihonage
Maeotoshi
Sumiotoshi
Hikiothoshi

Urawazanokata
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Wakigatame
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Gedanate
Tenkaikotehineri
Kotehineri

Countered with

Tenkaikotehineri

Countered with
Countered with
Countered with

Kotegaeshi
Wakigatame
Shihonage

Aikiinyo
All grading students must be able to perform and breakdown any aikido like techniques
requested by the grading sensei, also illustrating any variations of the requested techniques,
e.g. use a combination technique based on the principles utilised in aikido, demonstrate the
same technique from a variety of attacks.

Judo
You are expected to have developed an increased understanding of the techniques
previously demonstrated from all of the previous sections. Each student should be prepared
to breakdown in detail any requested techniques.

Nagewaza, Osaewaza, shimewaza and kansetsuwaza.
All candidates must demonstrate all throws, holds, strangles, chokes and locks they are
aware of and be able to name and break down any of the demonstrated techniques kata and
henka.
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Kodokan judo Kimenokata
Each grading student must demonstrate the complete hiza zume and the first eight tachiai.
For the names of the techniques for the hizazume section please
see 4th kyu section.
Tachiai
1
Ryotedori
2
Sodetori
3
Tsukkake
4
Tsukiage
5
Suriage
6
Yokouchi
7
Keage
8
ushirodori

Atemi Kyusho
By this stage the student should understand how to strike utilising all the human anatomy for
a natural weapon. This should also be coupled with a developing knowledge of some of the
more accurate anatomical week points on their adversary’s body.

Weapons kata
All students should now understand the importance of striking correctly with several weapons
of Japanese origin.
This should be demonstrated by means of any kata the grading student is aware of for any
weapons.

Goshin Sabaki
Each student must show controlled movement and avoidance against the following types of
attacks, demonstrating use of space, movement and control to demonstrate good knowledge
for multiple attackers;
· Grips and grabs
· Unarmed strikes from the hand
· Unarmed strikes from the foot
· Armed with short objects, e.g. tanto, cosh, bottle.
· Armed with classical weapons, e.g. bokken, jo, bo.
As a continuation to your movement and avoidance, you will be expected to demonstrate
ninandori (two attackers on one).

Randori kumite
You must perform in several bouts of any the following;
· Judo randori
· Tanto randori
· Randori kiogi
· Karatedo kumite
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Mudansha 1st kyu
This is represented by a brown belt.
For this level all students must demonstrate a high standard of technical ability and a good
knowledge of Japanese terminology. Anyone wishing to attempt this grade must demonstrate
either prior to or on the day that they are able to take control of the class and conduct the
warm up, break falls and foot movements.
Each grading student must be prepared to break down and teach any technique produced for
there grading or one chosen by the grading sensei.

Tamanegi ryu Kihon no kata
You will be required to demonstrate the complete kihon no kata.

Tomiki aikido randorinokata
You will be required to demonstrate the complete randorinokata, kihon–nokata and
urawazanokata.

Aikiinyo
All grading students must perform and breakdown any aikido or aikido like techniques
requested by the grading sensei.

Judo
You are expected to have an exceptional understanding of these techniques. Each student
should be prepared to breakdown in detail any requested techniques.

Nagewaza, Osaewaza, shimewaza and kansetsuwaza.
All candidates must demonstrate all throws, holds, strangles, chokes and locks they are
aware of and be able to name and break down any of the demonstrated techniques.

Kodokan judo Kimenokata
Each grading student must demonstrate the complete kimenokata, with all ceremony and
kiai used correctly.
Hizazume
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tachiai

Ryotedori
Tsukkage
Suriage
Yokoushi
Ushirodori
Tsukkomi
Kirikomi
Yokotsuki

Ryotedori
Sodetori
Tsukkake
tsukiage
Suriage
Yokouchi
Keage
Ushirodori
Tsukkomi
Kirikomi
Nukekake
kirioroshi
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Atemi Kyusho
By this stage the student should understand how to strike utilising all the human anatomy for
a natural weapon. This should also be coupled with a developing knowledge of some of the
more accurate anatomical week points, kyushu, on their adversary’s body.

Weapons kata
All students should now understand the importance of striking correctly with several weapons
of Japanese origin.
This should be demonstrated by means of any kata the grading student is aware of for any
weapons.

Goshin Sabaki
Each student must show controlled movement and avoidance against the following types of
attacks, demonstrating excellent use of space, movement and control, they should also be
able to demonstrate good knowledge for multiple attackers;
· Grips and grabs from the front
· Grips and grabs from the rear
· Unarmed strikes from the hand
· Unarmed strikes from the foot
· Armed with short dull objects
· Armed with short sharp objects
· Armed with classical weapons, e.g. bokken, jo, bo
· Armed with modern ‘street weapons’, e.g. baseball bat, pocket knife.
As a continuation to your movement and avoidance, you will be expected to demonstrate
ninandori (two attackers on one) and multiple various attacks from a variety of fellow budoka.
The student will be asked to breakdown and explain the fundament basis for one or more
techniques, paying attention to the following;
· Distance
 the correct use of distance from uke
· Movement
 taisabaki, correct body movements used
· Balance
 how and where the balance of uke is taken
· Timing
 movement, not to fast/soon, not to slow/late
· Composure
 how tori initially gains control, does not loose balance
· Control
 tori must illustrate how and where control is to be kept
· Finish
 good posture, attitude, composure, zanshin

Randori kumite
You must perform in several bouts of any or all of the following;
· Judo randori
· Tanto randori
· Randori kiogi
· Karatedo kumite
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Yudansha Shodan
This is represented by a black belt.
Note: The awarding of this grade signifies that the student now has the foundations on which
his or her own art will develop.
Although this grade is the first level of teacher, the student must never forget that they have
only just begun and there training must continue for their standard and ability to remain.
This grade is designed to push the student to their personal limit, mentally, physically and
spiritually. This grading also requires assessment on the ability of the student to teach and
control a small class.

Ukemi
All ukemi must be demonstrated, broken down and illustrated for each level of attainment,
e.g. kneeling, squatting, standing, falling, diving, etc.

Kamae Sabaki
All movements and postures must be demonstrated, illustrating how and why we do these.

Nagewaza
All known throws must be shown. A selection of which will be requested to be broken down,
explained and taught.

Osaewaza
All known holds must be shown. A selection of which will be requested to be broken down,
explained and taught.

Shimewaza
All known strangles and chokes must be shown. A selection of which will be requested to be
broken down, explained and taught.

Kansetsuwaza
All known locking techniques must be shown. A selection of which will be requested to be
broken down, explained and taught.

Aikiinyo
Principle of leading and offering. Opening and closing your posture. Harmonising with the
energy and intent of the attacker. This must be demonstrated, explained and techniques
taught to illustrate this principle.
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Atemi & Kyusho
·
·
·
·

All known ways in which to strike must be displayed.
All known anatomical week spots illustrated and explained.
Demonstrate how these strikes may be placed, e.g. apply kotegaeshi and use your
elbow to strike temple.
Demonstration of Kyushu. E.g. use pressure with your thumb on the back of ukes
hand while applying kotegaeshi.

Tamanegi ryu Kihon no kata
This should be demonstrated. A selection of which will be requested to be broken down,
explained and taught. Henka will also be expected to be demonstrated, explained and taught.

Tomiki aikido Randorinokata
Both kihonnokata and urawazanokata to be demonstrated. A selection of which will be
requested to be broken down, explained and taught.

Kodokan judo Kimenokata
The whole kata is to be presented in full, with all ceremony. A selection of these techniques
will be requested to be broken down, explained and taught.

Weapons kata
All known weapon kata to be demonstrated, with a selection of strikes or cuts to be broken
down and illustrated.

Goshin Sabaki
Show controlled movement and avoidance against a variety of attacks, both multiple and
single attackers.
The student will be asked to breakdown and explain the fundament basis for one or more
techniques, paying attention to the following;
· Distance
the correct use of distance from uke
· Movement
taisabaki, correct body movements used
· Balance
how and where the balance of uke is taken
· Timing
movement, not to fast/soon, not to slow/late
· Composure
how tori initially gains control, does not loose balance
· Control
tori must illustrate how and where control is to be kept
· Finish
good posture, attitude, composure, zanshin
You will then be expected to teach the a small selection of techniques of your choose. You
will have the class for approximately fifteen minutes.

Randori kumite
You must perform in several bouts of any or all of the following;
· Judo randori
· Tanto randori
· Randori kiogi
· Karatedo kumite
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Notes introduction
In the first section you will find lists of the main kata practiced, these are to help you to
understand the terminology and to understand some of the more philosophical disciplines
practiced.
Here is a brief guide to this section;
· Tamanegi ryu kihon no kata. Although we use various kata from
different systems, this is the only formal kata that belongs purely to our
system.
· Randorinokata. In list form you will find the names of the techniques
from both kihonnokata and urawazanokata.
· Kimenokata. In list form you will find both the hizazume and tachiai
sections to this kata
· Counting system. A very basic list of the counting system we use here
in the dojo
After this you will find some short articles to highlight some of the foundations to all budo.
· Introduction to jujutsu. A short piece of writing which explains what
jujutsu is and a little bit about its history.
· Rei in budo. An article discussing some of the issues about etiquette
and the future of the Martial Arts.
· Reigi. Literally, etiquette, some notes regarding general dojo etiquette,
looking particularly at the following;
§
§
§
§
§
§

Ojigi
Seiza
Personal hygiene and appearance
General courtesy
Dojo courtesy
Warming up

This should give you the basic information to present yourself correctly to other budoka, both
from inside and outside of your own club. Etiquette is a lot like manners, that is, you do not
notice someone who has good manners, but you always recognise bad manners. We should
all aspire to have good manners and present ourselves in the best possible light.
You will then find a large section which illustrates points of atemi and kyushu. It does not tell
you how to strike the point, but rather the place in which you should attempt to impact.
Finally, there is a section which looks at awareness and how you stand in the light of the law.
Please find a short list below;
·
·
·
·
·

Strike points
Notes on a potentially violent person.
A brief overview of awareness.
The law. Where you stand with regard to the law when in a situation
Gyo, shogyu, jutsu and do. These are the four levels of attainment in kobudo
(classical martial ways); perhaps you could consider how these fit with your training.

This section is designed to aid your technical practice by illustrating some very important
issues you may not have considered.
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Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tamanegi ryu budo taijutsu
Kihon no Kata

First series

Cross grab

Nikajo
San kajo
Kotegaeshi
Shihonage

This series is all done from a cross wrist grab for
the kata. Variations of these techniques are
acceptable and deeper investigation and use of
these techniques is expected from more
established budoka.

Second series

Grab to the throat

1. Ushiro otoshi (rear point of This series is all done from a straight grab to the
Kuzushi)
2. Mae otoshi (forward point
of Kuzushi)
3. Osoto gari (meet
resistance)
4. Mae otoshi (meet

throat. Emphasis on the first two should be
placed on the breaking of balance to rear and
forward points. The second two offer the concept
of a response to this off balance by way of
resistance. A variation of these techniques and a
deeper investigation is expected from more
established budoka.

resistance)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Third series

Straight downward strike

Irimi nage
ippon dori
koshi guruma
Hadaka jime

This series is all done from a straight down strike
with a knife, sword, cosh or any other hand held
striking weapon. Emphasis is on body movement
and composure. Each technique should include
disarming at an appropriate time.
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Notes:

Tomiki Aikido Randorinokata
Kihon no kata

Atemi waza: Methods of Striking
1
2
3
4
5

Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate

High head strike
Matching stance strike
Opposite stance strike
Lower level strike
Reverse strike

Hiki waza: Elbow control techniques
6
7
8
9
10

Oshitaoshi
Udegaeshi
Hikitaoshi
Udegarami
Wakigatame

Push down and out
Arm twist
Pull down and out
Entangled arm lock
Side arm lock

Tekobi waza: Wrist techniques
11
12
13
14

Kotehineri
Kotegaeshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Shihonage

Small forearm lack
Small wrist twist
Turning forearm lock
Four corner throw

Otoshi waza: Projections
15
16
17

Maeotoshi
Sumiotoshi
Hikiotoshi

Forward drop
Corner drop
Drawing drop

Urawazanokata
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Shomenate
Aigamaeate
Gyakugamaeate
Gedanate
Ushiroate
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri

Countered by

Countered by

Waigatame
Oshitaoshi
Tenkaikotehineri
Gedanate
Tenkaikotehineri
Kotehineri
Wakigatame

8

Shihonage

Countered by

Shihonage

Countered by
Countered by
Countered by
Countered by
Countered by
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Notes:

Kodokan Judo
Kimenokata
Hizazume: kneeling techniques

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ryotedori
Tsukkake
Suriage
Yokouchi
Ushirodori
Tsukkomi
Kirikomi
Yokotsuki

Two hand hold
Stomach punch
Forehead thrust
Side blow
Hold from behind
Dagger thrust
Downward slash
Dagger thrust to side

Tachiai:
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

standing techniques

Ryotedori
Sodetori
Tsukkake
Tsukaige
Suriage
Yokouchi
Keage
Ushirodori
Tsukkomi
Kirikomi
Nukkake
Kirioroshi

Two hand hold
Sleeve grab
Punch to face
Upper cut
Forehead thrust
Side strike
Groin kick
Hold from behind
Dagger thrust to stomach
Downward slash
Sword unsheathing
Downward cut

Counting system
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
100
1000

English

Japanese

one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ichi/ikk
Ni
San
Shi/yon
Go
Rok
Tish/shichi
Hashi/hash
Ku
Ju
Niju
Hyaku
sen
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Some background information about jujutsu
As Japan entered a period of peace, the Tokugawa period, armour gathered dust and
unarmed combat began to thrive. Proficiency in jujutsu, a generic term for a variety of fighting
systems, its exponents being minimally armed, became the measure of fighting ability. Their
techniques were based on abstract ideas from Chinese philosophy. The idea of juyokugoo
seisuru, "flexible masters’ hardness" became their main theme. The Japanese over time
altered the meaning behind this giving it such connotations as "the soft conquers the hard"
and "in yielding there is strength".

"Jujutsu is a generic name. It only gives you a general idea. The word
did not develop prior to the edo era, that is 1600 plus. There is no
evidence of it. Jujutsu (the word not the art itself) is largely the
development of a nonprofessional, an average person, who doesn't
quite know what he sees, and he needs a name to identify it."
Don F Dragger 1976 at the University of Hawaii

Jujutsu has been known by many names. A different school with a different philosophy or a
different tactic needed a different name to distinguish itself from the next. Also, it was not
uncommon for a single ryuha to contain several different names to describe its forms of
jujutsu. Also the fact that jujutsu was not coined up until the seventeenth century probably
contributed to the use of different terms for what is now generally known as jujutsu.

Below are some of the names which have been used to describe jujutsu and jujutsu like arts:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

aikijujutsu
aikijutsu
aiki no jutsu
goho
hade
hakuda
heifukukumiuchi
judo
jujutsu
katchukumiuchi

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

kenpo
Kogusoku
Kogusokukoshinomawari
koppo
koshinomawari
kowami
kumiuchi
senjokumiuchi
shubaku
suhadakumichui
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

taijutsu
taihojutsu
Torite
wajutsu
yawara
yawaragi
yawarajutsu
yawaraiki
yoroikumiuchi

A place for rei in today’s dojo
At the heart of any bujutsu we will find rei. A responsible teacher should always find new ways
to communicate this to his students. If they do not develop rei in their training, then the true
meaning of their studies (both the student and teacher) will be lost.
In my opinion, few teachers are teaching the principles of budo correctly. There appears to be
a great deal of abusive power within the dojo. Rei in budo has become very artificial;
resembling something from one mans perception of the old style Japanese hierarchy. The
true meaning of rei is rapidly being lost.
Bujutsu should lead to rei. The instructor ideally should behave in a way which will aid and
guild his disciples to something higher. Rei is an expression of humility towards a higher
existence. Those who fail to work to improve their spirit, as they do to improve their
techniques, are likely to forget the proper humility of true rei. They are likely to become
overconfident, proud and patronising. Spiritual development and technical development are
entirely different things, but one should aspire to develop both together.
The knack, as I see it, is to gain a quality in your training whereby spiritual growth leads to
technical growth and vice versa. Development then becomes more than merely a matter of
technique. But training in this way you must never loose sight of the intent to 'correct and
improve the spirit'; even though you are simply practicing motion.
When training in this way, having more than one teacher may create problems. But insisting
that students blindly follow one and only one teacher can result in developing cliquey groups,
which prevents students of different teachers from being able to practice together. Now in the
modern day this is a distasteful situation for the Japanese Martial Arts. The only solution, as I
see it, is to wait for the spiritual growth of both the teacher and disciple, and then students will
be able to train under a single teacher and still benefit from interacting with students from
other groups because their spirits can meet and rei will be common ground.
This is why an understanding of rei is so essential to the process of spiritual growth in bujutsu.
One of the best (and probably most profound) expressions of rei lies in the relationship
between uchidachi (the one who receives the technique) and shidachi (the one who performs
the technique). Unfortunately, many teachers, again, seem to misunderstand the subtleties of
uchidachi and shidachi. They fail to pass on to their students the difference in intent inherent
in these two roles. This leaves far too much to the imagination of the budoka (a modern day
Martial Artist) which creates something which it was never designed to be.
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Reigi: Etiquette
Etiquette is an essential part of the study of all budo. Studying a Martial Art is an honourable
pursuit, it can be said that honourable people behave politely and treat one another with
respect. While it is not necessarily true that a person with good manners is honourable, lack
of manners is usually an indication of a lack of respect. Even the most unsophisticated
person, if they are an earnest budoka, will exhibit good manners.
Just as etiquette provides structure to society, so too does reigi, proper etiquette, provides
structure to ones study of a Martial Art. There is always a certain way to begin class, conduct
class and conclude class. Even when studying one on one, a budoka (one who studies a
Martial Art) observes proper etiquette. Reigi helps keep the class moving and provides
common ground for all practitioners. The structure it provides also helps to ensure class is
conducted safely. Reigi is especially important when visiting other schools. Observance of
proper etiquette in this instance reflects well on both you and your school and sensei. This
can be seen as the same in the way that good manners in general reflect well on your family
and upbringing.
Finally, remember that the way you behave and treat your fellow students is as much a
barometer of your martial and spiritual development, as is competence in waza (techniques).
It could be argued that a student whose waza is average, but who displays a sincere and
courteous attitude towards fellow students and their study, would be promoted sooner than a
student whose waza is outstanding, but whose attitude is lacking. The finest Martial Artists
are among the most courteous and humble people you will meet. Etiquette and budo training
go hand in hand.

Ojigi
Proper bowing is called ojigi. While bowing is the customary greeting in Japanese society, it is
more than just the equivalent to the Western hand shake. The way in which one bows, the
duration of the bow, and so on, can have deep meanings, In the dojo; however, things are a
bit less complex.
Bowing is how a budoka shows humility and respect. Some misinterpret bowing as a show of
worship or subservience, which it is not. Bowing to one’s partner, instructor or simply the dojo
(on entering and leaving) is more like a salute, an acknowledgement of gratitude and a
readiness to study. If this is concept is not grasped, then it will become apparent that the ego
has not been set to one side. There is a maxim used in the Martial Arts; “The usefulness of a
cup is in its emptiness, for a cup which is full can hold no more.” In other words, if you resist
the simple show of humility demonstrated by bowing, then you will inevitably find yourself
resisting instruction and correction. Your cup will be full, with ego. Do not think of bowing as a
sign weakness. It is just the opposite; it is a sign of strength of character.
When you bow, give your full attention to the action. Do not let your eyes or your attention
wander.
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Seiza
Seiza is a seated position on bended knees; this is a traditional way of sitting for Japanese,
this we also use in the dojo. To the Japanese it is considered to be rude to site with ones legs
and limbs splayed, or the soles of one’s feet exposed. In the dojo splayed limbs not only
display disrespect, but also create a hazard – they can be tripped over and one or both
people could be injured. Unless otherwise instructed, when seated on the tatami (mat) you
should always sit in seiza. Even when not sitting in seiza, you should always have your legs
and feet tucked away.

Personal appearance and hygiene

The following should be observed at all times while in the dojo.

·

Your gi should be clean. Always wash it between classes, or have two gi,
so that you will always have a clean one to wear.

·

Observe good personal hygiene. Keep your body clean, and use a
deodorant. Brush your teeth and wash your hair. Keep your finger and toe
nails short, to avoid scratching or hurting your partner as you train. Long
nails may also be hazardous to the wearer if court or bent.

·

Remove all rings, bracelets, earrings, necklaces and other jewellery before
practice. This also applies to all body piercing, whether visible or not.

·

Bandage any minor cuts or abrasions and cover the bandage securely with
tape, this will help prevent the bandage from coming off during practice or
heavy perspiration.

·

If you have an infectious illness or condition such as a cold, flu or fungal
infection, bring it to the attention of the instructor before class. They may
ask you to sit out a class or two until you are well, this would be to avoid
infecting other students.
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General Courtesy
·

Do not bring food or beverages into the dojo.

·

Do not chew gum in the dojo.

·

Do not gamble or make wagers in the dojo.

·

Do not drink alcoholic beverages before class. Do not come to class while under the
influence of alcohol.

·

Do not bring weapons of any kind into the dojo, where they may cause someone to
be injured or killed. If you are a licensed to carry a firearm or other weapons, speak to
the chief instructor and submit to their judgement.

·

Do not swear, curse or tell dirty jokes while in the dojo.

·

Do not harass other students in any way in the dojo. This includes spoken, physical
and sexual harassment and intimidation.

·

Treat others as you would like to be treated. Bring any questionable conduct to the
attention of a senior student or instructor.

Dojo courtesy
·

Arrive at the dojo early enough to change into your gi and take your place on the mat
before instruction begins. If you arrive at the dojo after class has begun, wait at the
edge of the mat until the instructor invites you onto the mat.

·

Before leaving the mat during a class (E.g. to go to the toilet) you must inform the
head instructor if this matter before leaving the mat.

·

Always bow into and out of the dojo.

·

Never step onto the mat while wearing shoes.

·

Do not lean while in the dojo.

·

Do not cross your arms or put your hands on hips when on the mat or in the dojo.
These can all be considered to be discourteous. In some dojo it may even be
considered to be a challenge.

·

Always sit in seiza while not standing in the dojo. Do not lie down or slouch.

·

Do not display the soles of your fee. Likewise do not pick your toes or toenails while
seated.
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Visiting a potential dojo
·

Arrive on time and introduce yourself. Remain attentive until the class is finished.
Thank the instructor for their time and say good bye before leaving.

·

Turn off your mobile and other noise making devices. It is inappropriate to answer
such interruptions while visiting a dojo.

·

It is preferable to wear clean, appropriate clothes, since it will be a first impression. In
Japan, serious prospective students wear suits to the dojo, and bring letters of
introduction. Here it is enough to simply dress neatly; ie: don't wear dirty clothes with
holes in them. Should you require a letter of recommendation I will be more than
happy to oblige as this gives the correct attitude from the start.

·

After being invited to sit down, watch the class carefully, sitting up straight in the
chair. Don't fold your arms, yawn, or talk to others during training. Also avoid standing
up, walking around or going in and out of the dojo or anything else disruptive or rude
while the class is in session.

·

Even if you decide early on that this is not the dojo for you, it is best to follow the
above etiquette anyway. The budo world is small, and you will come across the same
people repeatedly. As you have previous training with me, your manners will reflect
on me as well as yourself and news travels to me quickly from many people nation
wide.

Remember: Etiquette is a part of budo, not an option.
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Stretching and Flexibility  How to Stretch
How to Stretch
When done properly, stretching can do more than just increase flexibility. Some of
the benefits of stretching being:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

enhanced physical fitness
enhanced ability to learn and perform skilled movements
increased mental and physical relaxation
enhanced development of body awareness
reduced risk of injury to joints, muscles, and tendons
reduced muscular soreness
reduced muscular tension
increased suppleness due to stimulation of the production of chemicals
which lubricate connective tissues

Unfortunately, even those who stretch do not always stretch properly, this means
they are not gaining the most from their stretch. Some of the most common mistakes
made when stretching are:
·
·
·
·
·

improper warmup
inadequate rest between workouts
overstretching
performing the wrong exercises
performing exercises in the wrong order

Warming Up
Stretching is not warming up! It is, however, a very important part of warming up.
Warming up is quite literally the process of ‘warming up’ i.e., raising your core body
temperature. A proper warmup should raise your body temperature by one or two
degrees Celsius, 1.4 to 2.8 degrees Fahrenheit and is divided into three phases:
1. general warmup
2. stretching
3. sportspecific activity

It is important that you perform a general warmup before you stretch. It is not a good
idea to attempt to stretch before your muscles are warm; the easiest way to do this is
to raise the body temperature
.
Warming up can do more than just loosen stiff muscles; when done properly, it can
actually improve performance. On the other hand, an improper warmup, or no warm
up at all, can greatly increase your risk of injury from training.
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The goals of the warmup are to develop an increased awareness, improved
coordination, improved elasticity of muscles, and a greater efficiency of the
respiratory and cardiovascular systems. Stretches that over exert the muscles do not
help achieve these goals because they are likely to cause the stretched muscles to
be too tired to properly perform in practice.
The general warmup should begin with joint rotations and movements, starting either
from your toes and working your way up, or from your fingers and working your way
down. This makes sure that each joint has been lubricated. This lubrication lets your
joints function easier when called training. You should perform slow circular
movements, both clockwise and counterclockwise, until the joint seems to move
smoothly. You should rotate the following (in the order given, or in the reverse order)
this is a good way to remember to move each part of your body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

fingers and knuckles
wrists
elbows
shoulders
neck
trunk/waist
hips
legs
knees
ankles
toes

Aerobic Activity
After you have performed the joint rotations, you should engage in a period of
aerobic activity such as jogging, skipping, or any other activity that will cause an
increase in the heart rate. The purpose of this is to raise your core body temperature
and gets your blood flowing. Increased blood flow in the muscles improves muscle
performance and flexibility and reduces the likelihood of injury.

WarmUp Stretching
The stretching phase of your warm up should consist of two parts:
1. static stretching
2. dynamic stretching

It is important that static stretches be performed before any dynamic stretches i.e.
breakfalls in your warmup. Performing static stretches first will help reduce this risk
of injury. Once the general warmup has been completed, the muscles are warmer
and more elastic. Immediately following your general warmup, you should engage in
some slow, relaxed, static stretching. You should start with your back, followed by
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your upper body and lower body, stretching your muscles in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

back
sides
neck
forearms and wrists
triceps
chest
buttocks
groin
thighs
calves
shins
hamstrings
instep

Unfortunately, you do not always have time to stretch all these muscles before a
workout. If this situation does arrive you should at least take the time to stretch all the
muscles that will be heavily used during your workout. Once you have performed
your stretches, you should do some stretches such as arm swinging, leg swinging or
other such exercises that moves you to your maximum motion: these are known as
dynamic stretches. You should do as many of these as it takes to reach your
maximum range of motion in any given direction, but do not work your muscles to the
point of fatigue. Remember  this is just a warmup, the real workout comes later.

SportSpecific Activity
The last part of your warmup should be devoted to performing movements that are a
"watereddown" version of the movements that you will be performing during your
athletic activity. The last phase of a warmup should consist of the same movements
that will be used during the athletic event but at a reduced intensity. Such sport
specific activity is beneficial because it improves coordination, balance, strength,
and response time, and may reduce the risk of injury. Consider using breakfalls,
hand and foot movements and solo weapon practice for this.
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Notes:

Kyusho & Atemi

Below and over the next few pages you will find some notes regarding some of the various
vital spots for the purpose of striking. Generally known as atemi or kyushu. Kyusho, relates to
pin point accurate spots, whereby atemi are general points of reference. Below is a list of
thirty six vital points, on the following two pages referenced diagrams can be found for each of
these. After these, is a supplementary page illustrating thirty two kyushu on the human face.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Coronal structure
Frontal fontanel
Temples
Eyes
Ears
Mastoid process
Philtrum
Chin (indentation)
Neck
Throat (also larynx)
Suprasternal fossa
Supraclavicular fossa
Posterior midline
Seventh cervical vertebra
Breast bone
Xiphoid process
Axilla (armpit)
Fourth thoracic vertibra
First lumbar vertibra
Tip of the coccyx
Below the umbilicus
Testicles (and prostate nerve)
Seventh intercostals space
Tip of the eleventh rib
Inguninal region
Biceps (lateral side)
Forearm
Wrist crease (inside)
Wrist crease (outside)
Hand (between the thumb and forefinger)
Hand (web between the little finger and wedding finger)
Lower thigh
Back of knee
Ankle (inside)
Ankle (outside)
Foot (crease between the second and third metatarsophalangel joint)
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Notes:

A potentially violent person

There are two clear ways to pick up on a potentially violent person. Verbal and Physical. The
Verbal I believe to be self explanatory; so below you will find a short list to take a look at some
of the types of body language you may encounter when dealing with a potentially violent
person.

·

Eyes

The person may exhibit excessive eye contact. The eyes will either
narrow or open fully. They will try to stare or glare you down.

·

Head

The persons’ head may lean forward. There facial expression will
show anger, frustration, and excitement. They may grind their teeth.
Their skin colour may change.

·

Hands

They will point fingers, trying to assert power and aggression. Their
hands may flex or fingers might tap, showing impatience and
frustration.

·

Arms

Their arms may be raised above waist height with the palms facing
down or held in clenched fists.

·

Posture

Their posture will be upright as a sign of confidence or dominance.
They may also be leaning forward which is a sign of antagonism.

There are also the Autonomic Signals, which can be picked up on. It is important to
understand the Autonomic Signals/Sympathetic Nervous System as they affect how you react
and how a potentially violent person moves from stage to stage.
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Self defence and the law
Most people who begin a Martial Art begin primarily for the purpose of self defence, then
perhaps as a means to gain their desired degree of fitness. But before any form of physical
self defence is practiced I believe that it is crucial that prevention is practiced first. Then when
you are unable to avoid or prevent a situation and you are left with no other choice other than
to defend yourself physically it is critical that you understand the legality of your own actions
in the act of self defence. In this section you will find information about the law and how it
respects you as a victim and to what extent you may go about defending yourself, your
property or another person who is under attack. But always consider the consequences of
your own actions so as to make sure you do not go too far.

Justification
A brief summary of the legal view of self defence is as follows,
·
·

·

·
·

Anyone is entitled to use reasonable force in order to defend themselves,
their property or another person.
Where a defendant puts forward a justification for the infliction of violence,
such as self defence, then it is up to the prosecution to disprove these
matters if a verdict of guilty is to be justified.
The degree of force that is expectable depends on whether the defendant’s
actions were reasonable during the time of the incident. When the issue of
self defence is raised, the accused should have demonstrated by his actions
that they did not want to fight. They must prove that they were prepared to
disengage themselves from the situation but failed to succeed prior to the
incident.
The test of reasonableness is not entirely objective and the state of mind of
the accused will not be overlooked.
A breach of the peace can only be justified when used to prevent a breach of
the peace.

Common Sense
You may only use 'reasonable force' to defend yourself or others from attack. What is
perceived as reasonable will depend entirely on the situation. For instance, if you have felt the
need to use a metal bar to beat the assailant to the point where you are no longer under any
threat, then you continue to beat them you are then breaking the law. In essence you may
only do what is required to be done to stop or avoid any further attack. But do bear in mind
that the courts do recognise that.
"...a person defending themselves cannot weigh to a nicety the exact
measure of their necessary defensive action. If in a moment of unexpected
anguish a person had only done what they honestly thought was necessary
that would be most potent evidence that only reasonable defensive action
had been taken."
The law does expect you to attempt to extract yourself from any violence, not confront it.

Never Carry a Weapon
If you are attacked and you are carrying a weapon you will be charged. Guns, knives, clubs
knuckle dusters are all illegal. However, everyday items such as umbrellas, keys or a
magazine are permissible, but only when used with reasonable force.
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Never ever carry a gun, not even a fake one. Guns ring alarms with the police and anyone
who is under suspicion of carrying a gun will be confronted by armed police and potentially
shot.

Threats to Kill
In many situations, people often verbally threaten to kill another. If this develops and a serious
attack is made on that person the threat to kill becomes a matter of law. If the person who has
issued the threat to kill then persists with a physical attack the person would be guilty of an
offence and liable on conviction to imprisonment of a term not exceeding ten years.
A lawful excuse can exist if a threat to kill is made for self defence, providing that it is
reasonable in the circumstances to make such a threat. It is then up to the prosecution to
prove that there was no lawful excuse for making the threat.

Involvements with the Police
When you are involved in a public conflict to which the police are called, you should follow the
following steps,
·
·
·
·
·

Stay calm.
Do not argue.
Think about what you say, and say very little.
Treat the police with respect, and do exactly what they say.
Always consider that the police are human, and sometimes the situation may initially
place you in bad light, particularly if you have had to use an article to defend yourself.
Relax and cooperate until you have the opportunity to explain yourself.

If you feel that you are not being treated in a lawful manner, take the police officer's number
and report the incident at the station. All police officers must identify themselves to you
regardless whether they are in uniform or not.

Witness Statement
If you are involved in an incident where an unlawful act has taken place being an eye witness
and giving an accurate account is very important. Even if you are directly involved in the
incident yourself always try to construct a clear picture of the scene, try talking it through to
yourself.

Recording an Incident
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

What is actually happening as you see it?
How did the incident start?
What is the sex of those involved?
What is the approximate age of those involved?
Get the best description as possible  skin colour, hair colour, hair style, shape of their
face, any distinguishable marks.
What is each person wearing?
Who is holding or using any weapon?
If you are not directly involved, try and note the action of each person.
If a vehicle is involved, what type is it? How old is it? What condition is it in?
What colour is the vehicle?
Get details of all occupants
What direction did the vehicle travel in?
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Gyo, shugyo, jutsu and michi
Regardless to the particular ryuha, modern or classical there to are four stages of
practice/development through Martial methods, they are gyo (training' stage), shugyo (austere
training' stage), jutsu ('art' stage) and the do or michi, this stage signifies the state of 'artless
art', this is manifest in satori (selfrealisation).
Below I have expanded on these four areas, purely for your interest, just to find out a little bit
more about you so to speak.

Gyo
This acts as an introduction to the dojo (place for studying the way), the essence of dojo can
be found in sabi and wabi (naturalness and simplicity). In experiencing gyo, the trainee learns
that the budo techniques must be practiced. He can, at this point, be considered ignorant. The
trainee must be humble and must exhibit nyunanshi ('soft heartedness') and a spiritual
flexibility in their readiness to accept what their sensei says. This aids in the removal of pride
and ego.
Training at the gyo level either makes or breaks the trainee. It is mentally difficult, physically
demanding and spiritually overwhelming. If this is accepted by the trainee then they pass into
the shugyo level.

Shugyo
This is a time of 'technical shipwreck'. The budoka is overloaded with technical problems,
dilemmas and enlightened moments. It is at this stage that the budoka learns that nobody is
going to throw in a life jacket until they begin to swim to save themselves. Then, when their
educator gives them advice they learn to practice without question, after all they aspire to gain
the technique of their master. This unquestioning attitude towards training is absolutely
essential to find michi.
All too often the trainee finds himself making excuses for technical dilemmas. He is far too
conscious of 'I' in what he does; this is negative towards their development. He is indulging in
self deception. It must be learned that mistakes are nothing to be ashamed of; it is here at this
stage that it is not just learned but understood. Etiquette is also practiced and understood as
part of the mental preparation for training, allowing the shugyoshi to develop privately.
Technically the budoka travels on the path by broadening their skills and acquiring new ones.
They now realise that technical difficulties can only be overcome by continuous training.
By this point the budoka has been spiritually awakened, and their motivation is such that they
will train, forever on the path to enlightenment, it is now impossible for the trainee to quit.
At this point the budoka has reached the jutsu stage of their development.
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Jutsu
At the beginning of the jutsu level the budoka feels weakness, flaws and an unfinnishedness
to their technique and they are overly aware of the need to practice to close the gap between
his present skill and that of their educator. An awareness and dependence on mechanical
movement highlights this deficiency and slowly becomes less obvious as they develop
through this stage. Technical skills are becoming natural, although the budoka feels
powerless to improve. He has begun to experience truth in action and is on the path to
becoming a master of their own physical actions. Although not yet a master of themselves.
The trainee at this stage is concerned with the possible combative significance of techniques
rather than the idea that they are to be used for non combative purposes with an artistic form.
They try to anticipate in thought what only experience can teach. Yet they continue to train,
pursuing michi.
Even in mastery of self through the jutsu stage when there appears no more to be learned, in
a technical sense, the budoka needs to develop an inner calm to further their maturity through
budo.
Through the jutsu stage the budoka possesses skill, no longer needing thought. The
practitioner can now be seen as a technical master. Technical mastery is possessed; he does
not yet fully control himself. Do, or michi is still absent.
Not until the 'artless art' has been found can the technical master gain mastery of his art and
themselves. This is the do, the Japanese equivalent to Zen enlightenment, stage.

Do, or Michi
As mentioned earlier michi is do, do is michi. I use the two terms interchangeably, there is a
reason for this, but I will not go into that right now.
The attainment of do represents a self perfection in which old mechanics are exposed of and
restrictive thought (like 'I', 'I am doing', 'I suck') is lost. It is a stage which can be characterised
by mental poise, alertness and spiritual and emotional control. At this stage physical
technique has been mastered, transcended and forgotten. The mind has been trained to
focus sharply and is now 'pure' through the removal and control of ego.
This is known as makoto (stainless mind) which will remain undisturbed. The michi is also
forgotten and the budoka is now a master of themselves, they now represent 'truth in action'.
These qualities which were so prominent to the practice of both budo and bujutsu appear to
have been lost, I personally do not know where the blame lies, but what I do know is that
without these stages of development, both being understood and taught at the core, the
Martial Art will not development. If these are not present all you are doing is a sport, or some
other form of physical exercise.
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